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ABSTRACT
Join-order optimization is an important task during query processing in DBMSs. The execution time of different join orders can vary by several orders of magnitude. Hence, efficient join orders are essential to ensure the efficiency of query processing. Established techniques for join-order optimization pose a challenge for current hardware architectures, because they are mainly sequential algorithms. Current architectures become increasingly heterogeneous by using specialized co-processors such as GPUs. GPUs offer a highly parallel architecture with a higher computational power compared to CPUs. Because join-order optimization benefits from parallel execution, we expect further improvements by using GPUs. Therefore, in this thesis, we adapt join-order optimization approaches to GPUs.

1. INTRODUCTION
When a query contains several joins (e.g., Query 5 of the TPC-H benchmark), the execution time can differ by several orders of magnitude depending on the join order [20], see Figure 1. Therefore, join-order optimization is an essential step within query processing. So far, proposed join-order optimization approaches were almost exclusively sequential. This poses a challenge, because sequential algorithms cannot fully utilize the potential of current hardware architectures. Current architectures make increasingly use of parallelism to satisfy the ever increasing application requirements. Hence, current architectures integrate highly parallel co-processors such as Graphical Processing Units (GPUs). Based on the higher parallelism compared to Central Processing Units (CPUs), GPUs offer an higher computational power [9]. Because join-order optimization can be improved by parallelization [11], we expect further improvements for join-order optimization using GPUs by increasing the evaluated search space or reducing execution times. Furthermore, GPU-accelerated join-order optimization approaches enables us to schedule query processing and optimization tasks to different processors and, hence, the parallel execution of query processing and optimization.

Therefore, in this thesis, we adapt join-order optimization approaches to GPUs to further improve the quality of the results of different approaches for join-order optimization. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the properties and benefits of GPUs. In Section 3, we present the problem of join-order optimization and existing approaches to solve this problem. In Section 4, we present our research plan and summarize in Section 5.

2. GPU-ACCELERATION
Traditionally, Database Management Systems (DBMSs) only use CPUs to optimize and execute queries. However, current system architectures change from single-core CPU systems to multi-core CPU systems supported by multiple dedicated or coupled co-processors [13]. Different co-processors such as GPUs exist providing different features based on their specialized architectures. Because GPUs offer a parallel architecture with one of the highest performance per dollar ratio and C-like programming interfaces [21], GPUs are the most widespread co-processors used to accelerate a variety of approaches.

2.1 Challenges in GPU-acceleration
Although GPUs are used in a variety of diverse applications, GPU-acceleration is not applicable to every approach. Approaches must fully utilize the specialized architecture of
 GPUs to benefit from GPUs. This poses several challenges for adapting existing approaches.

For example, the parallel execution of tasks is only possible if branching is avoided within the calculations. Besides the flow of operations, for calculations on GPUs also the data has to be available on the GPU cores. Therefore, data needs to be transferred from the main memory to the GPU device memory. Especially for processing larger sizes of data, this transfer bottleneck must be considered, because GPUs offer only a limited capacity of memory.

Furthermore, we need to use the different memory types of GPUs. Before the data is processed, the data needs to be transferred efficiently from the large but slow device memory to the small and fast on-chip or cacheable memory via coalesced memory access to achieve peak performance.

Whether we can avoid these challenges within an implementation depends on the properties of the approaches.

2.2 Query Processing vs. Optimization

In DBMSs, approaches can be roughly categorized in two different groups: Query processing and optimization. In the past, database researchers mainly used GPU-acceleration for query processing [12].

Query processing is mainly data-bound. Therefore, the transfer bottleneck and small storage space of GPUs limit the applicability of query processing on GPUs. For example, in CoGaDB [6], query processing can only utilize less than 45% of a Tesla K20M in average while processing the star schema benchmark, see Figure 2. In contrast to query processing, optimization in DBMSs is compute and not data-bound, because optimization in DBMSs uses small-sized statistics to solve complex optimization problems. Hence, query processing and optimization can be executed in parallel on GPUs to exploit the unused computational power of GPUs.

Optimization of DBMSs consists of several independent sub tasks. Plenty of these sub tasks, such as selectivity estimation or join-order optimization, benefit from a parallel execution and, hence, would also benefit from GPUs. Unfortunately, we are only aware of GPU-accelerated approaches for selectivity estimation [2, 3, 4, 14]. Although for join-order optimization the benefits of parallelism were already proven [11], the execution on GPUs is still not evaluated.

3. JOIN-ORDER OPTIMIZATION ON GPUs

Given an arbitrary number of relations, which should be joined, the task of join-order optimization is to determine an optimal or efficient order in which the joins of the relations should be performed. Because the execution time of different join-orders can vary by several orders of magnitude [20], a high quality of results of join-order optimization is essential for efficient query processing. Hence, join-order optimization is one of the most critical optimization problems in DBMSs. Join-order optimization is an NP-hard problem [23]. Therefore, the computation of efficient join orders is a challenging task, especially if the problem size increases.

In order to reduce the complexity of join-order optimization, different heuristics to prune the search space were proposed, such as restricting the tree form [1] or postponing Cartesian products [28]. Unfortunately, pruning the search space may lead to non-efficient solutions [25]. Hence, another approach is needed to efficiently determine efficient join-orders: parallelization.

Current architectures offer high computational power by using parallel (co-)processors. Unfortunately, so far, mainly sequential algorithms were proposed, which cannot fully utilize this parallelism. The benefits from parallelization for join-order optimization were already proven for multi-core CPUs [11]. Because current specialized co-processors such as GPUs offer even higher parallelism, we expect further improvements for join-order optimization using GPUs.

The improvement of join-order optimization will depend on the category of the join-order optimization approach. In Figure 3, we show the three categories of join-order optimization approaches: deterministic, randomized, and hybrid approaches.

3.1 Deterministic Approaches

Given the same input, deterministic approaches provide the same result for multiple repetitions. We can further divide deterministic approaches into two categories: greedy and exhaustive search approaches.

Greedy approaches iteratively construct the result by joining at each step one relation to the partial result. The next joinable relation will be selected by using heuristics, such as restricting the tree form [1] or postponing joins [4, 14]. Although using heuristics reduces the complexity of join-order optimization, greedy approaches can stick in local optima. Hence, greedy approaches cannot guarantee an optimal solution [19]. Because greedy approaches only apply simple rules to determine the same result for one specific input, even for multiple repetitions, we do not expect that greedy approaches will exploit the potential of GPUs except for batch-processing multiple queries.

In contrast to greedy approaches, exhaustive search approaches guarantee an optimal solution, but can only be applied on a small problem size. The optimal solution can either
be constructed in top-down or bottom-up manner. Bottom-up approaches, such as Dynamic Programming (DP) [24], iteratively construct the final result by using partial results. In contrast to bottom-up approaches, top-down approaches can avoid unnecessary operations by using multiple enhancements, such as prioritization and branch-and-bound pruning, which are not applicable for bottom-up approaches [8].

For parallelizing top-down approaches, a limiting factor might be the memoization. If the data structure for memoization is accessed in parallel, these accesses have to be synchronized, if the same item is accessed.

3.2 Randomized Approaches

Greedy approaches cannot guarantee an efficient result and deterministic approaches are limited to a small problem size. Hence, several randomized approaches were proposed to ensure an efficient but not optimal solution for bigger problem sizes. We can categorize randomized approaches into three different groups: transformation-based approaches, sampling, and Genetic Algorithms (GAs).

Transformation-based approaches, such as simulated annealing [15], randomly select transformation rules to create new join trees. Based on the approach, only improvements or also deterioration of the corresponding costs are considered.

In addition to transformation-based approaches, random sampling was proposed [10]. Based on an enumeration of all possible join trees, join trees are uniformly selected, constructed and evaluated.

In contrast to sampling, GAs iteratively improve the quality of results by using the concept of evolution [5]. Starting with a randomized initial population, new individuals are iteratively created by combining features of existing individuals (crossover) or by randomly changing single features of existing individuals (mutation). In order to converge to an efficient solution, at each iteration existing and created individuals are rejected by a selection process.

3.3 Hybrid approaches

Since deterministic and randomized approaches for join-order optimization have both different advantages and disadvantages, hybrid approaches were proposed, such as Iterative Dynamic Programming [17]. Hybrid approaches can adapt their execution based on the complexity of the optimization problem. For simple problems, proposed algorithms work like an exhaustive search, whereas for complex problems, heuristics are used to simplify the optimization process and apply the exhaustive search only for subspaces of the whole search space.

3.4 Benefits of GPUs

In this section, we presented different categories for available join-order optimization approaches. The benefit of GPU-acceleration will depend on the category of the join-order optimization approach. On the one hand, GPU-accelerated deterministic approaches will be applicable to more complex problems by reducing the execution time. The parallel execution of the DP on multi-core CPUs increased the applicability from 12 to 25 joins. By using GPUs, we hope to increase applicability to 50 joins. On the other hand, GPU-accelerated randomized approaches will provide more efficient plans by evaluating an greater search space in the same execution time. For example, the result quality of GAs can be increased by up to 20% [22]. Because exhaustive search approaches benefit from parallelism, hybrid approaches can shift the threshold for using heuristics and, therefore, can provide optimal solutions for more complex problems using GPUs.

4. TOWARDS GPU-ACCELERATED JOIN-ORDER OPTIMIZATION

By exploiting the highly parallel architecture of GPUs, we expect to improve the join-order optimization, see Section 3.

Therefore, in this thesis, we will evaluate the effects of GPUs on different join-order optimization approaches. In order to evaluate the effects of GPUs on join-order optimization, we will implement a standalone query optimization framework similar to Opt++ [16]. In contrast to Opt++, our main goal of the optimization framework is not to provide an efficient extensibility, but a comprehensive comparison of different parallelization strategies for join-order optimization approaches. Therefore, we will implement different versions of multiple join-order optimization approaches within the framework by using different parallelization strategies such as single-threaded, multi-threaded execution on CPUs, and the execution on GPUs. Applying different parallelization strategies for multiple optimization approaches within one framework enables us to easily measure the effects on run time and quality of results of the different parallelization strategies for the join-order optimization approaches. Because single and multi-threaded CPU versions are already available for DP, we will start evaluating DP and continuously extend the framework by integrating further join-order optimization such as GA.

Although join-order optimization is dependent on the quality of cost estimations [18], the cost estimation is not the focus of this thesis. In order to provide accurate cost estimations, we can use available GPU-accelerated selectivity estimations [2, 3, 4, 14]. This enables us to evaluate the effects of the quality of cost estimations on GPU-accelerated join-order optimization. In order to exclude the effects of selectivity estimation, we could determine the selectivity of operators beforehand and perform the join-order optimization with the exact operator selectivities.

Because join-order optimization is not an end in itself but performed to accelerate the query processing, we will integrate our planned optimization framework into existing DBMSs. Thus, we will also be able to evaluate the effects of query processing using GPU-accelerated join-order optimization. We will integrate the implemented framework into CoGaDB [6] and Postgres [26] to obtain generally valid results. CoGaDB is a GPU-accelerated, main-memory column-store [6], whereas Postgres is a disk-based row-store.

The integration of our planned join-order optimization framework into CoGaDB is especially interesting, because CoGaDB already uses GPUs for query processing. Therefore, we need to find an efficient way to schedule the optimization and processing tasks in a way so that the optimization does not affect the query processing on GPUs. CoGaDB already offers HyPE, a framework to schedule tasks to different (co-)processors [7]. Furthermore, HyPE manages memory and required data transfer dependent on scheduling decision automatically. By adapting HyPE to schedule optimization as well as query processing tasks, we will be
able to efficiently perform query processing and optimization tasks on different (co-)processors in parallel.

In order to evaluate the benefits of GPUs for join-order optimization, similar to Han et al. [11], we will use an artificial data set using star-shaped queries, typical for OLAP queries. This enables us to compare our results with already published evaluation results.

5. SUMMARY

In this paper, we presented our planned research on GPU-accelerated join-order optimization. We presented a brief overview of existing join-order optimization approaches. Furthermore, we discussed which optimization approaches should benefit from GPUs and what advantages we expect from a GPU-accelerated join-order optimization. In addition, we elaborated a research plan for evaluating the effects of GPU-acceleration on join-order optimization within our planned GPU-accelerated query optimization framework.
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